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fierce even by Highlander standards. He's enchanted by the independent
and headstrong Nareen. But when an old feud endangers her life, Saer's
fascination with her escalates into a ferocious desire to protect her... and
claim her for himself. Praise for How to Handle a Highlander: "Mary Wine
weaves a tapestry of action, sweet and spicy love scenes, clan culture, a
touch of humor, and a twist and turn here and there!" -Long and Short
Reviews "Well-written and filled with delightful repartee, this is a feast for
medieval fans." -RT Book Reviews
How to Handle a Highlander-Mary Wine 2013-11-05 In a Land of Warriors
Playing a Deadly Game... Moira Fraser has been given an ultimatum—marry
the elderly Laird Achaius Morris, or risk another deadly clan war. She vows
to do the right thing, as long as she can steer clear of the devilish charms of
one stubborn Highlander... How Do You Avoid Becoming a Pawn? Gahn
Sutherland knows there's a dangerous plot behind Moira Fraser's wedding,
and will stop at nothing to foil it. But where a hot-headed, fiery Highland
lass is involved, trust and honor clash with forbidden attraction, threatening
to blow the Highland's sky-high. Praise for The Trouble with Highlanders:
"Magical...Mary Wine keeps the adrenaline pumping with sizzling love
scenes."—Long and Short Reviews "An exciting, sexy tale...action-packed,
suspense-filled historical romance."—Romance Junkies "Wine's crisp
writing, intricate plot, and deep insights into clan politics make this a fun
and satisfying read."—Booklist "This fabulous story...will remind you why
Scottish highlanders are incredibly sexy."—The Romance Reviews
The Captive-Grace Burrowes 2014-07-01 A USA Today bestseller He'll never
be free... Captured and tortured by the French, Christian Severn, Duke of
Mercia, survives by vowing to take revenge on his tormentors. Before the
duke can pursue his version of justice, Gillian, Countess of Greendale,
reminds him that his small daughter has suffered much in his absence, and
needs her papa desperately. Until he surrenders his heart... Gilly endured
her difficult marriage by avoiding confrontation and keeping peace at any
cost. Christian's devotion to his daughter and his kindness toward Gilly give
her hope that she could enjoy a future with him, for surely he of all men
shares her loathing for violence in any form. Little does Gilly know, the
battle for Christian's heart is only beginning. Captive Hearts series: The
Captive (Book 1) The Traitor (Book 2) The Laird (Book 3)
Bound-Lorelei James 2014-02-04 FIRST IN A NEW SERIES In the new
Mastered series by New York Times bestselling author Lorelei James, a
woman’s desire to shatter her inhibitions leaves her unprepared for where
that erotic journey will take her…. Former small-town girl Amery Hardwick
is living her dream as a graphic designer in Denver, Colorado. She’s focused
on building her business, which leaves little time for dating—not that she
needs a romantic entanglement to fulfill her. When her friend signs up for a
self-defense class as part of her recovery after an attack, Amery joins her
for support. That’s where she meets him. Ronin Black, owner of the dojo, is
so drawn to Amery that he takes over her training—in public and in private.
The enigmatic Ronin pushes Amery’s boundaries from the start, and with
each new tryst, Amery becomes addicted to the pleasure and to him. But
when Amery senses Ronin is hiding something, she questions her total trust
in him, despite the undeniable thrill of his possession….
Highlander Most Wanted-Maya Banks 2013-03-19 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Maya Banks, the bestselling author of romance and romantic
suspense has captivated readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels,
perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. In Highlander Most Wanted, a reclusive
woman content to live in the shadows shows a Highland warrior the true
meaning of love. Genevieve McInnis is locked behind the fortified walls of
McHugh Keep, captive of a cruel laird who takes great pleasure in ruining
her for any other man. Yet when Bowen Montgomery storms the gates on a
mission of clan warfare, Genevieve finds that her spirit is bent but not
broken. Still, her path toward freedom remains uncertain. Unable to bear
the shame of returning to a family that believes her dead or to abandon
others at the keep to an imposing new laird, Genevieve opts for the peaceful
life of an abbess. But Bowen’s rugged sensuality stirs something deep inside
her that longs to be awakened by his patient, gentle caress—something
warm, wicked, and tempting. Bowen seizes his enemy’s keep, unprepared
for the brooding and reclusive woman who captures his heart. He’s
enchanted by her fierce determination, her unusual beauty, and her quiet,
unfailing strength. But wooing her will take more than a seasoned seducer’s
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2015-01-21T00:00:00+01:00 Le comte de Warwickshire vient de marier sa
fille par procuration. Quant à son épouse, la comtesse Philipa, elle enrage.
Sa précieuse Mary, partager la couche d’un barbare d’Écossais ? Jamais !
Aussi, profitant de l'absence de son époux, décide-t-elle de substituer à sa
fille légitime la bâtarde du comte, Anne, dont l’existence même la nargue
depuis des années. Menacée de représailles, Anne n’a d’autre choix que de
prendre la place de sa demi-soeur et de rejoindre le fief de Brodick
McJames, ce guerrier qui la prend pour une dame de haute lignée et dont
elle est supposée porter l’héritier.
In Bed With A Stranger-Mary Wine 2009-06-01 An Imperfect Match Brodick
McJames is an earl in name only. To secure his clan's future he needs an
English wife. Mary Stanford, daughter of the Earl of Warwickshire, will suit
perfectly. He's never met her, but what matter? She'll grace his bed
eventually, and once she bears his child he need see her no more. Anne
Copper looks just like her noble half-sister, but she was born illegitimate,
and can never forget it. The best she can hope for is to stay a serving girl in
her own father's house. But when Lady Mary finds herself betrothed to a
Scot, it seems there's a use for Anne after all . . . The woman who arrives in
Alcaon is not what Brodick expects, and the passion that grows between
them promises far more than a marriage of convenience. When fate draws
two together, it may take more than a noblewoman's plot to part them . . .
"My kind of historical!. . .sweeps you into the time period without taking a
thing away from delightful characters and a charming romance. . .definitely
a must-read." --Heather Graham
Bedding the Enemy-Mary Wine 2010-08-01 Laird Keir McQuade is a
newcomer to his title, and has much work before him to restore the
McQuade honor. Finding a wife is an excellent start. He's duty-bound to go
to court and swear homage to his king anyway, a perfect opportunity--were
not court women trussed in stupid fashions and corrupted with false
mannerisms. Of course, not every lady hides behind a powdered face. . .
Helena Knyvett may be a daughter of the aristocracy, but in truth she is
little but a pawn in her brother's ploys for power. Her smallest acts of
defiance carry a heavy price. But one honorable man among a crowd of
dandies could give her all she needs to change her fortunes--and set her
free. . . Among the ruthless ambitions of England's powerful, love at first
sight is a dangerous game. But the treachery, scandal, and treason that
follow can unleash as much passion as it does adventure. . . "Sweeps you
into the time period without taking a thing away from delightful characters
and a charming romance. . .definitely a must-read." --Heather Graham on In
Bed with a Stranger
In The Warrior's Bed-Mary Wine 2010-02-01 In this irresistible follow-up to
her captivating debut, In Bed With a Stranger, Mary Wine revisits the
McJames clan--their loves, their battles, their conquests. . . Cullen McJames
will not have his honor sullied, certainly not by his clan's nemesis Laird Erik
McQuade. So when McQuade tells the Court of Scotland that Cullen has
stolen his daughter's virtue, Cullen steals the daughter instead. Since his
brother wed a fetching lass, Cullen's been thinking he too needs a wife. A
marriage could end the constant war between the clans. And looking on
Bronwyn McQuade but once has put her in his dreams for a week. . . But
Bronwyn won't go quietly. She won't be punished for what she did not do.
Nor is she eager to live among the resentful veterans of McQuade wars. And
however brave and beautiful a man Cullen may be, he has much to learn
about a woman's fighting spirit. But as Bronwyn will discover, he has much
to teach her as well. . . "My kind of historical!. . . Sweeps you into the time
period without taking a thing away from delightful characters and a
charming romance. . .definitely a must-read." --Heather Graham on In Bed
With a Stranger
The Highlander's Bride Trouble-Mary Wine 2014-08-05 "Mary Wine keeps
the adrenaline pumping." -Long and Short Reviews Her clan is in chaos...
Raised by her father and brother, Nareen Grant is strong, confident, welleducated-and skilled with a bow and dagger. It's a tumultuous time for
Scotland, and events conspire against her. Betrayed by her family, she
makes her way alone, until she lands in the lap of Saer MacLeod. But she
wants no help from a savage man of the Isles. And rivalries are deadlier
than ever Raised on the rugged Scottish Isles, Saer MacLeod is considered
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skill. For loving Genevieve, he discovers, means giving her back the
freedom that was stolen from her—even if it means losing her forever.
“[Maya] Banks has written an emotionally taut Highlands romance. . . . Lush
emotionalism, compelling characters and a moving story line will win
romance fans.”—Kirkus Reviews From the Paperback edition.
Captive of the Harem-Anne Herries 2012-03-15 Slave to Love… Sold to
Suleiman Bakhar after being taken prisoner on the high seas, Eleanor Nash
is fearful of what will become of her. The all-powerful Suleiman will not
allow her to leave Constantinople, while Eleanor is adamant that she will
not willingly become his concubine. Impressed by his spirited captive,
Suleiman seeks her out at every opportunity. To Eleanor's surprise, he's
open to Western ways. The glimpses of the sensitive man behind the
awesome public image tease and tantalize her—and his seduction is hard to
resist. But can Eleanor ever hope to become his one true love?
Highland Hellcat-Mary Wine 2010-10-01 "Deeply romantic, scintillating, and
absolutely delicious." Sylvia Day, national bestselling author of The Stranger
I Married He wants a wife he can control... Connor Lindsey is a Highland
laird, but his clan's loyalty is hard won and he takes nothing for granted.
He'll do whatever it takes to find a virtuous wife, even if he has to kidnap
her... She has a spirit that can't be tamed... Brina Chattan has always defied
convention. She sees no reason to be docile now that she's been captured by
a powerful laird and taken to his storm-tossed castle in the Highlands, far
from her home. When a rival laird's interference nearly tears them apart,
Connor discovers that a woman with a wild streak suits him much better
than he'd ever imagined... Praise for To Conquer a Highlander "Hot enough
to warm even the coldest Scottish Nights..." -Publishers Weekly starred
review "An exciting page turner..." -Fresh Fiction "I have read numerous
Scottish-themed romances, but none compare to this amazing book." -The
Royal Reviews "An utterly fantastic book with characters that steal your
heart..." -The Long and Short of it
Dangerous-Amanda Quick 2009-12-23 From a magnificent ballroom ablaze
with lights to an imposing country house steeped in shadows comes a
breathtaking tale of an impetuous miss—and a passion that leads to peril...
At five and twenty, Prudence Merryweather knew very well tht risks a
woman took by visiting a gentleman in the dead of night. But bearding the
notorious Earl of Angelstone in his den was the only way to stop him from
engaging her hot-headed brother in a duel. And that was why she found
herself ushered into Sebastian's frobidding presence at three int the
morning—and thoroughly kissed before dawn. She was a country-bred
innocent—and an intriguing experience for a man who dwelt more in the
shadows than in the sunshine. Yet as her boldness drew Prue into one
dangerous episode after another, Sebastian found himself torn between a
raging hunger to possess her and a driving need to protect her. And the
reckless beauty would soon need all the protection she could get...
The Trouble with Highlanders-Mary Wine 2012 When the woman with
whom he shared an unforgettable night is kidnapped by a rival clan leader
intent on forcing her into marriage, Norris Sutherland rescues heiress
Daphne MacLeod, only to face opposition to his plan to marry her.
Love and Other Scandals-Caroline Linden 2013-07-30 With Love and Other
Scandals, bestselling and RITA Award–winning author Caroline Linden
launches a scandalously sexy new historical romance series set in Regency
England. Joan Bennett is a breath away from being a spinster. She’s had
four seasons without a suitor. After reading a shockingly sensuous book,
Fifty Ways to Sin, Joan decides perhaps it’s time to stop being proper and
start being sinful, while she’s still young enough to enjoy it. And what better
partner than her brother’s drinking mate, Viscount Burke? He seems the
type to know how to give a lady a lascivious adventure. It seems that the
viscount has qualms about trifling with a friend’s sister. That’s the way to
end up betrothed. And he doesn’t want that—or does he?
Seducing the Duchess-Ashley March 2010-10-05 Love and marriage don't
have to be strangers... Gambling. Carousing. Flirting. Charlotte, Duchess of
Rutherford, will do anything to escape her painful marriage and force her
husband to divorce her. But when Phillip, Duke of Rutherford, promises a
divorce if Charlotte will help him become a better husband for another
woman, she wonders if she really wants to lose him...
Madame's Deception-Renee Bernard 2007-08-28 When an innocent takes
over a bordello, can her seduction be far behind? Jocelyn Tolliver believes
that her mother's couture business financed her European boarding school
education. Imagine her shock when she discovers that her dying mother is
the infamous Madame of London's elite Crimson Belle. Promising to care for
the bordello and its ladies, Jocelyn, a virginal bookworm, transforms herself
and is soon known as the reclusive Madame DeBourcier. Rakish Alex
Randall, Lord Colwick, is determined to win admittance to the intriguing
Madame's bed. His outrageous attempts to garner her favor cannot go
unnoticed for long. . . . When danger threatens the elegant women of the
Belle, Jocelyn strikes a bargain with Alex, hoping he can provide some
protection. But Jocelyn's deception forces her and Alex into a passionate
battle of wills in which all illusions will be shattered . . . and all desires
fulfilled.
Highland Spitfire-Mary Wine 2016-02-02 New from Mary Wine, the queen of
sizzling, page-turning Scottish Historical romance Passion flares between
enemies Two hotheaded Highlanders, the offspring of feuding lairds, are
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tricked by the King's Regent into a desperate choice: marry or die. Bhaic
MacPherson is more disposed to lead his clan into battle than stay married
to the daughter of his enemy. But perhaps the intensity of his feelings has
more to do with desire than hostility. And the Highlands ignite Ailis
Robertson wanted a husband, not a savage-but when her family was faced
with a deadly ultimatum, she had no choice. The union of a MacPherson and
a Robertson could end three generations of hostilities between the two
families, but can bitter rivals truly become lovers? Praise for The
Highlander's Bride Trouble: "Marvelous...Wine's novel reaches the very core
of Scottish romance...rapid pace, wonderful prose, and deeply emotional
scenes." -RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars, Top Pick "An absolute delight!
Scottish Medieval fans are sure to be in awe." -My Book Addiction and More
"Totally lovely... A must-read for anyone who enjoys Highlander romance." The Romance Reviews
Blood Land-R. S. Guthrie 2012-07-06 Blood Land is a gritty, emotional saga
set in the Wyoming badlands with both greed and vengeance at its core.
When billions of dollars in natural gas rights hang in the balance and the
town's top law officer's wife is slain by her own blood, a reluctant hero is
forced to battle his own demons and ultimately choose between justice,
revenge, and duty.
Highlander’s Prize-Mary Wine 2012-04-01 Acclaimed author Wine captures
all of the raw, rugged beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where tumultuous
times bred a race of warriors who fought for country, keep, and kin, and
loved as passionately as they lived. Original.
Wicked Highland Ways-Mary Wine 2019-05-28 A fiery woman who won't be
tamed A powerful Highland chief by her side A passion neither can deny
Brenda Grant's abusive first marriage taught her that she's better off on her
own. But when her family threatens her freedom and demands that she
remarry—to a man they've chosen—she makes a deal with a brawny
Highland chief to escape. Bothan Gunn is smitten by the woman who won't
be tamed. He's helped her before—but can he do so now, when Brenda's
complicated past threatens their lives? With danger closing in, their only
chance at love and survival is to escape to the heart of the Highlands...
Highland Weddings Series: Highland Spitfire (Book 1) Highland Vixen (Book
2) Highland Hellion (Book 3) Highland Flame (Book 4) Between a
Highlander and a Hard Place (Book 5) Wicked Highland Ways (Book 6)
Praise for Highland Hellion: "A quick pace, exciting escapades, lively
dialogue, and simmering sensuality...sweep readers away into a tale they
can relish."—RT Book Reviews "Wine's skillful pacing and thoughtful
characterizations shine."—Publishers Weekly "This period in Scotland's
history comes alive and becomes real."—Night Owl Reviews, 5 stars, TOP
PICK
Between a Highlander and a Hard Place-Mary Wine 2018-10-30 A fierce
Englishwoman on the run A Highland Laird who needs a proper wife And a
desire neither can resist Athena Trappes thinks she's in love...until she
discovers the scoundrel only wanted her as his bit on the side. Enraged, she
does what any spirited Englishwoman would do: set fire to his belongings,
incur his dangerous wrath, and flee—immediately. With nowhere else to
turn, she seeks freedom in the wilds of Scotland. Highland Laird Symon
Grant lost his wife years ago, and it's his duty to find another. Athena is not
exactly what the clan has in mind for him, but Symon's heart burns with
unexpected passion for the woman who would risk everything to be free.
Highland Weddings Series: Highland Spitfire (Book 1) Highland Vixen (Book
2) Highland Hellion (Book 3) Highland Flame (Book 4) Between a
Highlander and a Hard Place (Book 5) What Readers Are Saying About
Mary Wine: "Impossible to put down...one of the genre's finest writers."—RT
Book Reviews, Top Pick for Highland Vixen "Spellbinding...this is one book
you have to pick up."—Night Owl Reviews Top Pick, 5 Stars for Highland
Flame "Sizzles with passion and romance...a notch above other Highlands
historicals."—Publishers Weekly for Highland Vixen
Deadly Illusions-Brenda Joyce 2011-01-01 Irrepressible heiress and intrepid
sleuth Francesca Cahill moves from her own glittering world of Fifth
Avenue to the teeming underbelly of society, a place of pride, passions…and
sometimes deadly perversion. Despite the misgivings of her fiancé, Calder
Hart, Francesca cannot turn away from a threat that is terrorizing the
tenement neighborhood of Lower Manhattan. A madman has attacked three
women, but while the first two victims survived, the third is found dead. All
the victims are impoverished but beautiful Irishwomen—andFrancesca fears
that her dear friends Maggie Kennedy and Gwen O'Neil could be next. Soon
she is working with her former love, police commissioner Rick
Bragg—Calder's half brother and worst rival. But even as Calder's jealous
passions leave his relationship with Francesca teetering on the brink,
Francesca is frantically on the killer's trail, certain the Slasher will strike
again, afraid she will be too late.…
Sutherland's Secret-Sharon Cullen 2016-01-19 If you love Maya Banks and
Monica McCarty, don’t miss USA Today bestselling author Sharon Cullen’s
Highland Pride novels! Sutherland’s Secret kicks off a series that’s
overflowing with mouthwatering Scottish warriors, captivating history, and
forbidden desire. Terror reigns in the aftermath of the Battle of Culloden. As
British troops obliterate the last traces of the Jacobite cause, Brice
Sutherland, the Earl of Dornach, risks everything to arrange a covert escape
route to Canada for his fellow Scots. But when he encounters a dying
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Englishwoman, hauntingly beautiful though scarred by manacles and unable
to speak, Brice’s true courage is put to the test. Nothing but ruin could
result from helping her, or worse: falling in love. The pampered daughter of
a marquess, Eleanor Hirst was the talk of the London season when she wed
the Earl of Glendale. Little did she know that his posting as an officer in
Scotland would be their undoing. Now her husband is dead and Eleanor is a
fugitive in a hostile country. Desperate for help, she throws herself on the
mercy of Brice Sutherland, a handsome Scottish warrior who should be her
enemy. Instead, he cares for her tenderly, reviving her shattered spirit—and
awakening urges unlike any she’s ever known. Praise for Sutherland’s
Secret “Fast-paced and intriguing, Sutherland’s Secret is the perfect
historical read! A sexy, courageous hero and a strong, beautiful heroine find
love in the face of danger. I enjoyed every page.”—Pamela Labud, author of
To Catch a Lady “Rich and romantic, Sutherland’s Secret captured my
heart. What’s better than watching a pampered lady turn into a fierce
Highland lass, willing to face any danger so long as she keeps her
man?”—Violetta Rand, author of the Sons of Odin MC series “Cullen’s first
installment in the Highland Pride series reads well as a stand-alone novel,
while hinting at adventures to come with some of Brice’s clansmen. Fans
who crave a bit of mystery mixed with their romantic historical fiction will
be drawn to this story of love, loyalty, and honor.”—Library Journal Praise
for the novels of Sharon Cullen “This Regency romance has it all—danger,
blackmail, passion, love, and characters that draw you in and leave you
wanting more.”—Fresh Fiction, on Sebastian’s Lady Spy “Heart-wrenching
and full of real emotion, proving that love is always the answer, His Saving
Grace is the best book I’ve read this year!”—USA Today bestselling author
Bronwen Evans “A sizzling, smart relationship that evolves beautifully to
capture readers’ hearts as well as their imaginations.”—RT Book Reviews,
on Pleasing the Pirate “Loving the Earl is charming and fast-paced. It’s
filled with passion, intrigue, a resourceful heroine you’ll love, and a
delicious hero you’ll fall in love with.”—New York Times bestselling author
Jacquie D’Alessandro “The Notorious Lady Anne has everything I look for in
a romance. Cullen’s debut is a sexy, fun, and thrilling read.”—Bestselling
author Shana Galen Includes a special message from the editor, as well as
an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Captive But Forbidden-Lynn Raye Harris 2012-06-19 Public duty The news
that wild socialite Veronica St. Germaine has cleaned up her act and
stepped into her father's shoes as ruler of a Mediterranean principality
creates a tabloid frenzy! But it's not just the paparazzi that are out for
blood.... Private scandal Duty demands that bodyguard Rajesh Vala must
protect Veronica-whatever the cost.... But Veronica has always rebelled
against commands, and she isn't making Raj's job easy! He calls it
safeguarding. She calls it being held captive at his beach house. Both
realize that the attraction between them is inconvenient.... Veronica is
forbidden, not for bedding!
The Debt-Karina Halle 2016-09-09 Keir McGregor has a deep, dark secret
that could destroy the woman he loves... From the New York Times
bestselling author of The Pact and The Lie comes a new standalone
contemporary romance to make you laugh, cry and swoon. Jessica Charles
shouldn't have even been in London when the unthinkable happened. She
should have been back at home in Edinburgh, perhaps hanging with her
boyfriend, having drinks with her sister or doing yoga with her group of
friends. She should have been going on in her normal, dependable life as
always. But on that fateful day in August, when a mentally-ill ex-soldier
opened fire in public, Jessica's world changed forever. Now single and
crippled from the gunshot wounds, Jessica finds herself scared and alone,
losing faith in herself and humanity with each agonizing moment that
passes. That is until a stranger enters her life. A stranger who makes her
live again. Keir McGregor has always been the strong, silent type. Throw in
tall, dark, and handsome and you've got pretty much the perfect Scotsman.
Except Keir is anything but perfect. He's got a past he's running away from
and a guilty conscience he can't seem to shed. But the more time he spends
with Jessica, the more he falls in love with her. And the more his secret
threatens to tear them apart. He may have been a stranger to her. But she's
never been a stranger to him. NOTE: The Debt is a complete STANDALONE
novel...you do NOT need to read any of the other McGregor books to read
this one. The Debt follows a couple who do not appear in any of the other
books and it is its own self-contained story. The Debt is rated 18+ for dirtytalking Scotsmen, profanity, and numerous sexy times. For those sensitive
to bad language and explicit sex, please be aware.
Minx-Julia Quinn 2009-10-13 It takes a minx to tempt a rogue...Beautiful
and feisty Henrietta Barrett has never followed the dictates of society. She
manages her elderly guardian′s estate, prefers to wear breeches rather than
dresses, and answers to the unlikely name of Henry. But when her guardian
passes away, her beloved home falls into the hands of a distant cousin. And
it takes a rogue to tame her...William Dunford, London′s most elusive
bachelor, is stunned to learn that he′s inherited property, a title...and a
ward bent on making his first visit his last. Henry is determined to continue
running the Cornwall estate without help from the handsome new lord, but
Dunford is just as sure he can change things...starting with his wild young
ward. But turning Henry into a lady makes her not only the darling of the
town, but an irresistible attraction to the man who thought he could never
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be tempted.
The Hiding Place-Karen Harper 2012-10-15 After spending nine months in a
coma, Tara Kinsale awakes to devastating news. Her best friend, Alexis, has
been murdered, leaving Tara as guardian to her daughter, Claire. And
Tara's husband has divorced her for another woman. Forced to start over,
Tara focuses on reopening her P.I. firm and caring for Claire. But soon her
world is shattered again when Nick MacMahon, Claire's uncle, returns from
military service in Afghanistan to take guardianship of his niece. The bad
dream turns unbearable when Tara learns that something precious was
taken from her while she was in a coma. Working with Nick, a man haunted
by his own past, Tara begins to investigate the missing months of her life.
Together, they will find that secrets don't stay buried forever...even when
they are kept in the darkest of hiding places.
Hell Ship-Michael Veitch 2018-07-25 For more than a century and a half, a
grim tale has passed down through Michael Veitch's family: the story of the
Ticonderoga, a clipper ship that sailed from Liverpool in August 1852,
crammed with poor but hopeful emigrants-mostly Scottish victims of the
Clearances and the potato famine. A better life, they believed, awaited them
in Australia. Three months later, a ghost ship crept into Port Phillip Bay
flying the dreaded yellow flag of contagion. On her horrific three-month
voyage, deadly typhus had erupted, killing a quarter of Ticonderoga's
passengers and leaving many more desperately ill. Sharks, it was said, had
followed her passage as the victims were buried at sea. Panic struck
Melbourne. Forbidden to dock at the gold-boom town, the ship was directed
to a lonely beach on the far tip of the Mornington Peninsula, a place now
called Ticonderoga Bay. James William Henry Veitch was the ship's
assistant surgeon, on his first appointment at sea. Among the volunteers
who helped him tend to the sick and dying was a young woman from the
island of Mull, Annie Morrison. What happened between them on that
terrible voyage is a testament to human resilience, and to love. Michael
Veitch is their great-great-grandson, and Hell Ship is his brilliantly
researched narrative of one of the biggest stories of its day, now all but
forgotten. Broader than his own family's story, it brings to life the hardships
and horrors endured by those who came by sea to seek a new life in
Australia.
A Duke to Remember-Kelly Bowen 2016-07-26 Love takes the stage . . . Elise
deVries is not what she seems. By night, the actress captivates London
theatergoers with her chameleon-like ability to slip inside her characters.
By day, she uses her mastery of disguise to work undercover for Chegarre &
Associates, an elite agency known for its discreet handling of indelicate
scandals. But when Elise is tasked with locating the missing Duke of
Ashland, she finds herself center stage in a real-life drama. Noah Ellery left
the glamour of the London aristocracy to pursue a simpler life in the
country. He's managed to avoid any complications or entanglements-that is,
until he lays eyes on Elise and realizes there's more to this beautiful woman
than meets the eye. But when Elise reveals her real identity-and her true
feelings for him-the runaway duke must confront the past he left behind . . .
to keep the woman he loves forever.
Pleasures of a Notorious Gentleman-Lorraine Heath 2010-11-30 As the
black sheep second son of an Earl, Stephen Lyons has gained a reputation
in the art of seduction, but when his wicked ways result in scandal, he joins
the army to redeem himself. On the battlefield, he proves courageous . . .
until he is seriously wounded. Returning home to recover, he discovers he
can't remember the angelic beauty who arrives at his doorstep, his babe
nestled in her arms. Mercy Dawson will risk everything to protect the son of
the dashing soldier she once knew and admired. When Stephen offers to do
the honorable thing, she is determined that London's most notorious
gentleman will desire her and no other. But Mercy fears that what began as
an innocent deception could destroy her dreams and their blossoming love if
Stephen ever learns the scandalous truth . . . They are masters of seduction,
London's greatest lovers. Living for pleasure, they will give their hearts to
no one . . . until love takes them by surprise.
The Perfect Rake-Anne Gracie 2005-07-05 To escape her brutal grandfather,
Prudence stages a plan involving a phony engagement—and the man she
approaches is so taken with Pru that he willingly joins her game.
Don't Tempt Me-Loretta Chase 2009-06-30 Spunky English girl overcomes
impossible odds and outsmarts heathen villains. That's the headline when
Zoe Lexham returns to England. After twelve years in the exotic east, she's
shockingly adept in the sensual arts. She knows everything a young lady
shouldn't and nothing she ought to know. She's a walking scandal, with no
hope of a future . . . unless someone can civilize her. Lucien de Grey, the
Duke of Marchmont, is no knight in shining armor. He's cynical, easily
bored, and dangerous to women. He charms, seduces, and leaves
them—with parting gifts of expensive jewelry to dry their tears. But good
looks, combined with money and rank, makes him welcome everywhere. The
most popular bachelor in the Beau Monde can easily save Zoe's risqué
reputation . . . if the wayward beauty doesn't lead him into temptation, and
a passion that could ruin them both.
Passions of a Wicked Earl-Lorraine Heath 2010-10-26 “Lorraine Heath’s
books are always magic.” —Cathy Maxwell With Passions of a Wicked Earl,
USA Today and New York Times bestseller Lorraine Heath kicks off a new
series of delightfully sinful historical romance novels featuring “London’s
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Greatest Lovers.” The first romantic adventure involving the titled and
rakish sons of a scandalous Dowager Duchess and their tales of passion,
pleasure, and love, Passions of a Wicked Earl concerns the innocent and
unfairly disgraced young wife of the first brother and her brazen attempts
to win back the dashing rogue’s heart…by any means necessary!
Once She Was Tempted-Anne Barton 2014-07-03 Daphne Honeycote needs
to track down and destroy the two scandalous portraits that she posed for
before her reputation is ruined, but the dashing Benjamin Elliot, Earl of
Foxburn, refuses to part with the one he owns.
Highlander Unchained-Monica McCarty 2007-09-25 Lachlan Maclean will
do whatever it takes to protect his clan–even if it means abducting the most
willful woman in the Highlands with the secret intention of wooing her for
marriage. A born searing sensual leader possessing brute strength, and an
imposing command, Lachlan is unprepared for the beautiful spitfire Flora
MacLeod, who jeopardizes his plans to save his clan, and digs beneath his
hard, chiseled exterior to expose a tenderness that may be his undoing. The
greatest marriage prize in the Highlands, Flora is determined at all costs to
avoid her mother’s fate of being bartered away as a political pawn. Vowing
to make her captor pay for his ruthlessness, she boldly engages him in a
battle of wills, sweetening the challenge with dangerous passion–even as
the lingering curse and deadly ghosts of a past tragedy reach out to thwart
a tender love that has yet to be spoken.
Mr. Darcy's Daughters-Elizabeth Aston 2006-12-01 Picking up twenty years
after Pride and Prejudice left off, Mr. Darcy's Daughters begins in the year
1818. Elizabeth and Darcy have gone to Constantinople, giving us an
opportunity to get to know their five daughters, who have left the sheltered
surroundings of Pemberley for a few months in London. While the eldest,
Letitia, frets and the youngest, Alethea, practices her music, twins Georgina
and Belle flirt and frolic their way through parties and balls and Camilla -levelheaded and independent -- discovers what joys and sorrows the city has
to offer an intelligent young woman. Readers will delight in the return of
such beloved Austen creations as Elizabeth's old nemesis Caroline Bingley
(now Lady Warren), the ever-reliable Gardiners and wayward Aunt Lydia.
Charming, beautifully written and full of societal intrigue and romantic high
jinks, Mr. Darcy's Daughters is a tale that would please Austen herself.
Rack & Ruin-Charlie Cochet 2020-07-28 Action. Comedy. Romance. And
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that one weird guy. New York City's streets are more dangerous than ever
with the leaderless Order of Adrasteia and the Ikelos Coalition, a newly
immerged Therian group, at war. Innocent civilians are caught in the
crossfire and although the THIRDS round up more and more members of
the Order in the hopes of keeping the volatile group from reorganizing, the
members of the Coalition continue to escape and wreak havoc in the name
of vigilante justice. Worse yet, someone inside the THIRDS has been feeding
the Coalition information. It's up to Destructive Delta to draw out the mole
and put an end to the war before anyone else gets hurt. But to get the job
done, the team will have to work through the aftereffects of the Therian
Youth Center bombing. A skirmish with Coalition members leads Agent
Dexter J. Daley to a shocking discovery and suddenly it becomes clear that
the random violence isn't so random. There's more going on than Dex and
Sloane originally believed, and their fiery partnership is put to the test. As
the case takes an explosive turn, Dex and Sloane are in danger of losing
more than their relationship.
The Hawk Eternal-David Gemmell 2005-08-30 While the warlike and
merciless Aenir wreak havoc upon the territory outside the mountain
stronghold of the clans, Sigarni, the Hawk Queen, arrives in a parallel
version of her own universe through a gate in space and time. Taliesen, last
of the gatekeepers, has no idea why she has come. But he knows that
heroes are needed and grants her passage into the ravaged land. Only
Caswallon–loner, warrior, and thief–realizes the true extent of the danger
and the mayhem that his people will come to face. As Taliesen tries to
discover Sigarni’s purpose, Caswallon must attempt to unite the clans to
overcome their greatest peril. From the Paperback edition.
To Catch a Bride-Anne Gracie 2009-09-01 It was the perfect excuse to delay
a dreaded marriage of convenience?head off on an exotic journey to track
down a young lady missing in Egypt for six years. Rafe Ramsey, son of the
Earl of Axebridge, is utterly besotted when he finally locates the beautiful
and spirited Ayisha, who has taken a new name. But a mysterious past has
made it impossible for her to return to England, and she is on the run from
something far more serious than an unwanted betrothal.
The Captive Heart-Barbara Cartland 1969
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